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Who’s Who in the Cast of

Dorothy Parker Mysteries
The Algonquin Round Table was the famous assemblage of writers, artists, actors, musicians,
newspaper and magazine reporters, columnists,
and critics who met for luncheon at one P.M. most
days, for a period of about ten years, starting in
1919, in the Rose Room of the Algonquin Hotel
on West 44th Street in Manhattan. The unwritten
test for membership was wit, brilliance, and likeability. It was an informal gathering ranging from
ten to fifteen regulars, although many peripheral
characters who arrived for lunch only once might
later claim they were part of the “Vicious Circle,”
broadening the number to thirty, forty, and more.
Once taken into the fold, one was expected to
indulge in witty repartee and humorous observations during the meal, and then follow along to
the Theatre, or a speakeasy, or Harlem for a night
of jazz. Gertrude Stein dubbed the Round Tablers
“The Lost Generation.” The joyous, if sardonic,
reply that rose with a laugh from Dorothy Parker
was, “Wheeee! We’re lost!”
Dorothy Parker set the style and attitude for modern women of America to emulate during the 1920s
and 1930s. Through her pointed poetry, cutting

x
theatrical reviews, brilliant commentary, bittersweet short stories, and much-quoted rejoinders,
Mrs. Parker was the embodiment of the soulful
pathos of the “Ain't We Got Fun” generation of
the Roaring Twenties.
Robert Benchley: Writer, humorist, boulevardier, and bon vivant, editor of Vanity Fair and Life
Magazine, and drama critic of The New Yorker, he
may accidentally have been the very first standup
comedian. His original and skewed sense of humor made him a star on Broadway, and later,
in the movies. What man didn’t want to be Bob
Benchley?
Alexander Woollcott was the most famous man
in America—or so he said. As drama critic for the
New York Times, he was the star-maker, discovering and promoting the careers of Helen Hayes,
Katherine Cornell, Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne,
and the Marx Brothers, to name but a few. Larger
than life and possessing a rapier wit, he was a
force to be reckoned with. When someone asked
a friend of his to describe Woollcott, the answer
was, “Improbable.”
Frank Pierce Adams (FPA) was a self-proclaimed
modern-day Samuel Pepys, whose newspaper column, “The Conning Tower,” was a widely read

xi
daily diary of how, where, and with whom he
spent his days while gallivanting about New York
City. Thanks to him, every witty retort, clever
comment, and one-liner uttered by the Round
Tablers at luncheon was in print the next day for
millions of readers to chuckle over at the breakfast
table.
Harold Ross wrote for Stars and Stripes during the
War, where he first met fellow newspapermen
Woollcott and Adams. The rumpled, “clipped
woodchuck” (as described by Edna Ferber) was
one of the most brilliant editors of his time. His
magazine, The New Yorker, which he started in
1925, has enriched the lives of everyone who has
ever had a subscription. His hypochondria was
legendary, and his the-world-is-out-to-get-me outlook was often comical.
Jane Grant married Harold Ross but kept her
maiden name, cut her hair shorter than her husband’s, and viewed domesticity with disdain. A
society columnist for the New York Times, Jane was
the very chic model of modernity during the 1920s.
Having worked hard for women’s suffrage, Jane
continued in her cause while serving meals and
emptying ashtrays during all-night sessions of the
Thanatopsis Literary and Inside Straight Club.

xii
Heywood Broun began his career at numerous
newspapers throughout the country before landing a spot on the World. Sportswriter and Harlem
Renaissance jazz fiend, he was to become the social conscience of America during the 1920s and
beyond through his column, “As I See It.” His
insight and commentary made him a champion
of the labor movement, as did his fight for justice
during and after the seven years of the Sacco and
Vanzetti trials and execution.
Edmund “Bunny” Wilson: Writer, editor, and critic
of American literature, he first came to work at
Vanity Fair after Mrs. Parker pulled his short story
out from under the slush-pile and found it interesting.
Robert E. Sherwood came to work on the editorial
staff at Vanity Fair alongside Parker and Benchley.
The six-foot-six Sherwood was often tormented by
the dwarfs performing—whatever it was they did—
at the Hippodrome on his way to and from work
at the magazine’s 44th Street offices, but that didn’t
stop him from becoming one of the twentiethcentury Theatre’s greatest playwrights.
Marc Connelly began his career as a reporter but
found his true calling as a playwright. Short and
bald, he co-authored his first hit play with the tall
and pompadoured George S. Kaufman.

xiii
Edna Ferber racked up Pulitzer Prizes by writing bestselling potboilers set against America’s
sweeping vistas, most notably, So Big, Showboat,
Cimarron, and Giant. She, too, collaborated with
George S. on several successful Broadway shows.
A spinster, she was a formidable personality and
wit and a much-coveted member of the Algonquin
Round Table.
John Barrymore was a member of the Royal Family
of the American Stage, which included John Drew
and Ethel and Lionel Barrymore. John Barrymore
was famous not only for his stage portrayals, but
for his majestic profile, which was captured in all
its splendor on celluloid.
The Marx Brothers: First there were five, then
there were four, then there were three Marx Brothers— awww, heck, if you don’t know who these
crazy, zany men are, it’s time to hit the video store
or tune into Turner Classic Movies!
Also mentioned: Neysa McMein, artist and illustrator, whose studio door was open all hours of
the day and night for anyone who wished to pay
a call; Grace Moore, Broadway and opera star,
and later a movie star; Broadway and radio star
Fanny Brice—think Streisand in Funny Girl; Noel
Coward, English star and playwright who took

xiv
America by storm with his classy comedies and
bright musical offerings; Condé Nast, publisher of
numerous magazines including Vogue, Vanity Fair,
and House and Garden; Florenz Zeigfeld—of “Follies” fame—big-time producer of the extravaganza
stage revue; The Lunts, husband-and-wife stars
of the London and Broadway stages, individually
known as Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne; Tallulah Bankhead—irreverent, though beautiful,
southern-born actress with the foghorn drawl, who
later made a successful transition from the stage
to film—the life of any party, she often perked up
the waning festivities performing cartwheels sans
bloomers; Irving Berlin, George Gershwin, and Jascha Heifetz—famous for “God Bless America” and
hundreds more hit songs; composer of Rhapsody
in Blue and Porgy and Bess and many more great
works; and the violin virtuoso, respectively.
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Chapter One
So here I sat, a reluctant member of the
Olenska Side Show, when I could have been dishing
out dirt and throwing back highballs with Tallulah
at Tony’s.

Suicide was no option; I’d left the razor at
home.

I asked myself, why were we sitting around a
table in a darkened room, lit only by the occasional
candelabrum, and holding hands with strangers?

Notwithstanding an additional fifty years
of decrepitude, this woman, Olenska—eyes shut,
swaying somberly, the firelight sinking fathomless pools of shadow below the crags and hillocks of forehead, cheek, and chin, and streaking
through her restless, very brightly dyed red hair
like waves of flame—should not be confused with
the beautiful, world-weary heroine of Edith Wharton’s Gilded-Age novel, The Age of Innocence. If
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she had been, in fact, the model for the Countess
Ellen Olenska, the woman had not aged well.
Spooky.

Well, I thought, squinting through lowered
lids at the others around the séance table, it will
all be over soon; I’d been to worse displays of
melodrama on Broadway, so I might as well just
grin and bear it, or, as the occasion seemed to
suggest, close my eyes and concentrate on “the
spirits.” And for the rest of the evening, I won’t
embarrass Mr. Benchley with any more “spirit”
puns, even though I thought my reply, “Jack
Daniels or Johnny Walker” to Madame Olenska’s
question—“With which spirits do you wish to
converse?”—should have evoked a chuckle.
Teetotalers.

Mr. Benchley squeezed my hand. “Stop wiggling in your seat,” he hissed.

I stopped tapping out Sweet Georgia Brown.
Maybe, if I took a little nap . . . ?
sleep.

The tune played on in my head; I couldn’t

Mah Jong! That’s why I’m here, I thought.
I’d scored the lowest, so that’s why I’m here. We
were playing Mah Jong—me, Edna, Jane, and
Tallulah.
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This afternoon I had set up the card table, a
handy turn from the drinks trolley, for the game.
It’d been one of those dreadful, damp, bone-chilling
autumn days that make the city look especially
grimy; the coal smoke of restarted boilers hangs
heavy in the air like a sinister, menacing cloud. I
had wished it would just rain and get it over with.
A violent downpour in New York City washes soot
and stench down the sewers; the accompanying
north wind from the Hudson blows it dry and
softens the air. I love the rain, the cleansing, soulquenching rain. But, for three days low clouds and
an ineffectual drizzle served only to dampen the
spirits. The sentiment was voiced like a foghorn
in the harbor:
“This weather dampens my spirit,” said
Tallulah. She’d been whiny and crabby for days,
now, and I knew it wasn’t really about the weather,
but rather the departure for Hollywood of one of
her multitudinous lovers. Of course, he was just
one of a long string of gents flitting through her
life, but once he’d boarded that Twentieth Century
coach and chugged away toward the land of orange
groves and Cecil B., he’d become her most precious
and favorite lover, lost forever to the brainless
starlets of Tinseltown. This, on the heels of Rudolf
Valentino’s death this past August.
Valentino had been in New York when he
became ill from a perforated ulcer. Although
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he fared well through surgery, he developed
peritonitis and died within a week. Thousands
stormed Frank Campbell’s Funeral Home on the
East Side; fans desperate to see the recumbent
heartthrob smashed windows trying to get in for a
glimpse of his beautiful corpse; Pola Negri became
distraught and hysterical over the coffin before
finally collapsing from grief; the funeral mass at
St. Malachi’s, on West 49th Street, known to all in
the business as the Actors’ Chapel, couldn’t handle
the crowds.
Tallulah Bankhead adored the handsome
Italian, and although she’d never met him, she’d
seen all of his pictures and was devastated by the
news of his death. Mascara streaming down her
cheeks, she moaned, “I’ll never get to strump him
now!”

I admire Tallulah Bankhead, incorrigible
as she is, probably because she is so free of
pretensions. While many of my generation still
bear visible scars from nineteenth-century sexual
repression, there exists no vestige of Victorian
prudishness about Tallulah. I doubt she’s ever had
any. Sex is natural, fun, and a superior substitute
for calisthenics. Where people think about sex,
dream about sex, design elaborate courtships for
sex, go as far as to marry for sex, Tallulah will just
approach the object of attraction and say, “Let’s
screw!”—just like that.
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“Speaking of spirits,” said Jane Grant,
reversing the ivory tiles and then shuffling them
on the table, “I’ve been asked by the entertainment
committee to interview spiritualists for the Actors’
Equity Halloween Ball.”

“How the hell does one interview a
spiritualist?” asked Tallulah.
“Ask him to tell you the color of your
bloomers?” suggested Edna Ferber, Pulitzer Prize–
winning author and thorn in my side.
“Never wear any,” said Tallulah.

“Oh, yes—I forgot I was talking with the
Bare-Bottom Whore of Babylon,” said Edna, eyes
rolling heavenward.

Tallulah guffawed, a deep, throaty cough. An
image arose in my mind’s eye: At parties, usually a
few hours in, and with lots of gin imbibed, Tallulah
would recharge the waning mood with a series of
cartwheels.
“Just soda, Dottie,” said Edna.

gin.”

“Whiskey, neat,” said Jane. “I’m sick of

Jane Grant, my petite brunette friend and
social columnist for the New York Times, had been
recently arrested for chemical processes occurring
in her bathtub.
I fixed myself a highball and sat down to
choose my tiles.
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“I suppose we just have to see if the mediums
on my list can put on a good show,” said Jane.

“Whaddaya mean, ‘we’ ?” said Tallulah, her
southern accent showing.

“Don’t you all want to come along to a
séance or two? Perhaps you can raise the spirit
of Valentino.”
“Darling, I have no interest in raising dead
men, just the living.”
“Edna?”

“Sorry, busy.”

“But, you don’t even know when the first
séance is!”
“That’s right: Sorry, busy.”
“Dottie?”

“Shit, no!”

“Have I no one to help me with this?”

“Why do you need help?” asked Edna.
“She’s afraid!” growled Tallulah.

“Take Ross along with you,” said Edna,
referring to Jane’s husband, Harold Ross, publisher
of the New Yorker, the new weekly magazine that
debuted a year ago and is struggling to survive.
“There’s a talisman! One look at his mug and the
phantoms will find another place to roost!”
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Edna, upon first meeting Ross half-a-dozen
years ago, described him as “a clipped woodchuck”
because he possesses dark, beady eyes, large,
protruding teeth, and a head of hair not unlike a
metal scrub-brush.
That’s when one idiot among us suggested
that she who scored the lowest at our game would
be Jane’s séance buddy.

9

The ineffectual drizzle of the afternoon gave
way to a hovering, sulfuric fog that blanketed the
city at dusk. The days were getting shorter, and
by five o’clock the streetlamps glowed like orbs
suspended below my windows at the Algonquin,
their sources indistinguishable in a gray field.
I’d not played well, and, claimed by Jane
as her companion into the world of the occult, I
eagerly attempted to recruit additional support. But
Lulla and Edna wouldn’t have it. Perhaps I could
snare a couple of other, more interested fellows
to stand in for me.

Soon, friends would arrive at my rooms for
cocktails; I’d called room service with an order
for several buckets of ice, three-dozen glasses, and
plenty of bottles of White Rock. Hong Fat, my
favorite Chinese Restaurant on the avenue, would
soon be delivering the eggrolls and shrimp toast
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to be washed down with whatever divine spirits
appeared as offerings from my guests.

Mr. Benchley, casually elegant in doublebreasted navy wool, a red cravat, and gray fedora,
was the first to arrive, cradling what appeared to
be a real bottle of French cognac.
“Yes, Mrs. Parker, it is the real thing,” said
my handsome friend as I inspected all the various
labels stuck along the bottle’s neck and body. Lots
of bootleggers slapped counterfeit labels soaked in
seawater on bottles of rotgut, claiming the contents
to be the genuine article. “Just off the boat” is a
common claim. Only tasting is believing.
He laughingly greeted Jane and Edna, who
were putting the tiles away and setting the trays
of glasses on the console table. Tallulah, having
moved the card table to the corner, a ready surface
for Hong Fat’s fare, stopped what she was doing
and, always mad about the boy, practically fell
into his arms. Mr. Benchley enjoying the attention,
kissed her long white hand, after unwrapping
himself from her encircling grasp. He held the
tips of her fingers and appraised the red polish.
“You have drawn blood, my dear.”

“Not yours, not yet,” drawled Miss Alabama.
Her eyes widened when I handed Mr. Benchley the
bottle of cognac to open, shifting her attention to
ogle the quality brew. “Hello, lover!”
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“Where’s my boy?” asked Mr. Benchley,
uncorking the bottle.

“Woodrow?” He was referring to “my little
man,” Woodrow Wilson, my roommate and canine
companion Boston terrier. “Enjoying his afternoon
constitutional through the fog with Jimmy the
Bellboy.”
“I’ve got a bone to pick with him,” he said,
patting his pocket, where must lie Woodrow’s
treat.
The Chinese delivery boy arrived, his arms
laden with boxes of food.
Alexander Woollcott, theatre critic,
gourmand, bon-vivant, and wit extraordinaire,
entered with Woodrow Wilson in tow, having
retrieved my pet from Jimmy upon entering the
lobby.

Aleck, after handing me his ivory-andsterling-headed walking stick, removed his widebrimmed black hat with a sweeping, dramatic
gesture and placed it on my head; his flowing red
scarf he tossed over my arm, and his topcoat, over
my sagging shoulders. The hat fell forward to rest
at the tip of my nose.
Vision impaired, I could tell Frank Pierce
Adams had arrived by a glimpse of fine, spotless
spats and the breathtaking fumes of a Cuban
cigar.
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Best known as “FPA,” he stood dwarfed
next to the corpulent Woollcott, and side by side
they created the number 10. Narrow and neat in
his one-hundred-dollar black suit, the newspaper
columnist, a self-proclaimed modern-day Samuel
Pepys, recorded daily, for the citizens of New York,
the activities of our circle of friends—most notably
we writers, actors, and artists of the Algonquin
Round Table. Chewing on the fetid stick, he
removed his homburg, fingered through his greasy
comb-over, and then freed me of Aleck’s huge
chapeau.
“Still playing dress-up with your little doll,
Aleck?” said FPA, tossing the inflated disk through
to the bedroom alcove.
The original Smart Aleck grabbed the nape
of the little man’s collar and responded: “Quick!
Call the organ grinder: Gigo, the monkey, he is
found!”
The arrival of Groucho Marx sent another
wave of cigar smoke to fill my tiny apartment, and
me to throw open a window.

Harpo walked in with Gertie Lawrence, star
of Oh, Kay!, the musical written by our friend
George Gershwin, and on their heels, Chico Marx, a
renowned ladies’ man, waltzed in with two chorus
girls on his sleeves.

Tallulah snagged Jack Barrymore and his
bottle of absinthe as the party spilled out into the
hallway.
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Half-an-hour later, a dozen bottles spent,
amid overflowing ashtrays, naked Chinese platters,
and the ever-rising pitch of laughter, Mae West
arrived, the star of Sex, the risqué Broadway
comedy penned by its star.

As Mae was just released from jail after
having spent ten days as a guest of the New York
City Police Department on charges of obscenity,
everybody wanted to hear her first-hand account
of life behind bars. Sex had opened last spring,
and had been seen by three-hundred-twenty-fivethousand people. Among those in attendance for
multiple performances were the chief of police,
federal judges and their wives, and seven members
of the district attorney’s office before the theatre
was raided.
“How does it feel to be set free, Mae?”
“Like bustin’ out of my bustier.”

By six, the riffraff had departed, and Mr.
Benchley, Aleck, FPA, Edna, and I went down
to the Algonquin’s Rose Room for dinner. We
assumed our favored positions at our usual table,
a round table set front-and-center off the hotel’s
lobby.
Back in ’19, when Alexander Woollcott had
returned from Europe, after covering the War for
Stars and Stripes, newspaper cronies had thrown
him a welcome-home banquet in the hotel’s big
dining room, the Oak Room. Heywood Broun,
Harold Ross, Robert Benchley (my editor at Vanity
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Fair), and Robert E. Sherwood (recently hired by
the rag, and thereafter known as “Sherry”) were
among the invited guests. I was writing clever copy
and reviewing Broadway’s offerings for Vanity.
The two Roberts and I were les enfants terrible of
the magazine’s editorial staff, and most days we
lunched together.

Not wanting to leave me behind, the boys
insisted that I tag along to the Woollcott luncheon.
I accepted the offer and found myself elbowed in
by a dozen or so hardboiled newspapermen at a
long banquet table.

Whether or not the men noticed, I was the
only female present. Sitting there primly in my
neat little gray dress with lace collar and wearing
a girlishly wide-brimmed hat, I uttered not a word
during the first hour. When I did suddenly spurtforth a remark, I suppose it was the incongruity
of my diminutive appearance in contrast with
the hulking retinue among which I found myself
squeezed, along with my rather whispery voice
uttering a perfectly timed and unanticipated
response to the gruff (though good-natured),
bellowed sparring of the past hour, that turned all
attention to wide-eyed little me wedged between
the big cats, right and left. What I said cannot be
printed, as is true of many of my most inspired
observations, but six little words delivered with
a deadpan expression brought peals of laughter,
a thunder of foot stomping, and me into the fold.
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Aleck had had so much fun, he suggested weekly
luncheons.

By and by, journalists would drop in at the
Algonquin’s smaller restaurant, the Rose Room,
where Aleck and FPA often met for lunch several
days a week, sharing news, gossip, and laughs.
Aleck, the nation’s highest paid columnist and
drama critic, could well afford his extravagant
dinners and suppers at what was to become his
favorite restaurant. Located at 44th Street off Sixth
Avenue near the el train, The Gonk is a convenient
distance from Broadway and the Times pressroom.
Most of us couldn’t afford the buck-fifty luncheon
fare. We’d munch on celery sticks from the pickle
platter or a popover roll from the breadbasket that
graced the table, compliments of the management,
or would simply pull up a chair to shoot the breeze
with Aleck and FPA while the two ate sumptuously.
FPA would occasionally drop a line or two into his
widely read, celebrity-driven column about this one
or that one who’d stopped by at lunch with news of
this or that. I’d say something droll, and the next
day, five million people would know how clever
I’d been the day before. I smile when I think
of a story that a press agent told me: Early on,
when most of us were not yet famous, theatrical
agent Herman Mankiewicz, watching us congregate
outside the Gonk after lunch one day, turned to
his companion, pointed at us, and said, “There
they go, the greatest collection of unsalable wit
in America.”
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We proved him wrong.

Within a few months, Frank Case, the hotel
manager, facing a crowd-control problem at our
arrival every day at one o’clock, moved a large,
round table into the Rose Room, affording us more
space than the little tables we’d push together
and cram into. He assigned us our own waiter,
Luigi, and instructed that there be placed on the
table complimentary pickle platters and popovers
for the raggedy friends of Woollcott and Adams.
Rambunctious laughter, thunderous verbal assaults,
and adolescent high-jinx were the order of the
day. Our friends brought more friends—actors,
novelists, musicians—and if the newcomers proved
sharp-witted, they were invited to return. We
were tolerated at first, and then later welcomed
by Case because our publicized association was
bringing tourists into the hotel. Frank Case knew
there was no greater public attraction than a room
full of celebrities, our at-times quarrelsome, highspirited jocularity notwithstanding. And to give
best advantage for celebrity-peepers, our table was
placed so that it could be seen from anywhere in
the lobby.

So, as we gathered again on the October
evening in question for supper after the cocktail
hour in my rooms, most of us having temporarily
parted company at lunch, I tried to steer the
conversation away from the World Series games
that had been the October obsession of the men
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at the table, especially Heywood Broun, sports
reporter, drama critic, and jazz maniac. If I could
find an opening, I hoped to plead my case. There
was a remote chance, I speculated, that somebody
might jump at the prospect of attending the séance
tonight with Jane. I thought, I must carefully sell
that prospect as an opportunity, not a favor.

As Aleck tore into yet another dinner roll, a
useful sponge for the short ribs gravy, I endured
Heywood’s play-by-play narrative of games one
and two at Yankee Stadium while nursing my
tomato bisque. If he’d only pause for breath, I
sighed, noticing the striking resemblance between
his facial features and the as-yet-untouched baked
sweet potato resting on his plate. Both man and
spud wore a rather puckered expression. Broun’s
fork broke through the potato skin and I turned
away with a wince.
Aleck was eagerly attending to the application
of a tub of sour cream upon his baked potato as
Heywood droned on about rookie Lou Gehrig
driving in the winning run for game one’s six-tothree Yankee victory at Yankee Stadium. Still at
home for game two, the Yankees took a beating
from Grover Alexander despite the efforts of three
pitchers—Urban Shocker, Bob Shawkey, and Sam
Jones—in the Cards’ six-to-two victory.
Aleck was well into his second piece of pecan
pie and third cup of coffee, and I was dragging
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the last bit of chicken fricassee around the plate
with a fork, as the men debated the strategies of
game three: how the Bambino was off his game,
and how St. Louis Cardinals pitcher Jesse Haines
pitched all nine innings to sweep in a four–nothing
shutout for the underdogs.

Marc Connolly, slump shouldered, bowlingball-bald Pulitzer Prize–winning playwright and
Mama’s Boy (in his late thirties, he still lives with
dear old Mom), turned to address his sometimecollaborator, George S. Kaufman, newsman,
playwright extraordinaire, and possessor of a
substantial black pompadour topping his sixfoot-plus meticulously tailored frame: “I’m going
to games six and seven, George, so forget about
getting any work done on those days.”
The two men were collaborating on a new
play. In spite of his successes, Marc had the
reputation of being a chronic procrastinator—
unlike George, who led a disciplined life on a strict
schedule.

“No skin off my head,” said George, palming
over his shiny mane, a deliberate taunt at his bald
collaborator. “Edna and I will work on Royal
Family.”

“Not on your life,” said Edna. “I’ve every
intention of playing hooky, too! I’m not missing
those games!”
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“So this is what becomes of literary
successes!” said George, referring to the spectacular
sales of Edna’s novel, Showboat, which had hit the
stands during the summer. “I defer to Murderer’s
Row,” he added, referring to the moniker of the
Yankees’ lineup.

Heywood fished out a sheaf of tickets from
his breast pocket, slapped the white rectangles
across his palm for effect, and then, fanning them
out like a hand of playing cards, waved the buckand-a-quarter tickets through the air.
“I’ve got press-box seats for game six, and if
necessary, game seven, and I didn’t forget about
my friends,” he said, a smile crumpling his sweetpotato features to match his sorry togs.
“Whoopee,” I said, flatly.

Edna.

“Don’t you want to go, Dottie?” asked

“What, to watch that fat man try to make it
around the bases?” I replied, and then, catching
Aleck’s bovine glare as he came up for air from his
immersion in baked Alaska with Morello cherries,
I added, “Wouldn’t miss it for the world.”

That’s when I found the opening I’d been
waiting for: “And you know, friends of mine, I’d
like to give any and all of you the really swell
opportunity to spend this evening in a very special,
most enjoyable and entertaining way—”
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“No!”

“Forget it!”

“. . . Plans . . . .”

“. . . Rather chew glass . . .”

I looked around the table—all eyes down at
their plates.
“Aleck?” I pleaded.

“Play to review,” he spat out before reimmersing himself in the pool of cream.
“Et tu, Brute?” I whined at Mr. Benchley.

He’d made the mistake of glancing up at me
from over the rim of his raised coffee cup.

“Oh, not those big, pleading, brown peepers;
not that doe-eyed, waif-lost-in-the-woods look!”
said Mr. Benchley, with demonstrative effect.
“Pul-leeeaaase?”

“Bob can’t be bothered, either, Dottie. I know
all about the spiritual quest you are embarking on
with our Jane,” said Aleck, before smugly slurping
down the melted remains of his dessert. “Bob’s got
the play to review.”
“No, I don’t,” said Mr. Benchley. “I agree
with Mrs. Parker, with what she said last week
about these tiresome plays,” he prefaced. “Got
me thinking.”

Ahhh, I thought, Mr. Benchley is referring to
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my distaste for a trend in Theatre that has become a
preoccupation of our society: forbidden fruit!

Stirred by the stern echo of the past, vestiges
from the staid Victorian morality of the previous
century, is a new trend in melodrama, in which
all sex, except wedded union, is verboten!

These tedious displays are pathetic morality
plays. What the people who put on these shows
know, but are loath to admit, is that they have
created a venue that exploits “dirty” sex for the
rapt, sex-starved, voyeuristic public who flood to
these ditties at a buck-fifty a head!

A decade ago we suffered through plays
depicting feminine vulnerability. A maiden of
seventeen, usually called “Meg” or “Peg,” has
guarded her virginity for the man she hopes to
someday meet and marry. Virginity in jeopardy,
her nubile charms a bargaining chip to save her
mother and siblings from homelessness and/or
starvation, she must marry the landlord; or perhaps
it’s the blackmailer threatening defamation of the
family name, or worse, the ruination of the young
fellow she loves. Virginity is the prize taken from
her by the Big Bad Wolf!
Once in a long while, that Virgin-at-Risk is
really a promiscuous little slut who sets out to be
the nemesis of any vulnerable man who crosses
her path. I’d speculated that those shoddy pieces,
written by men of course, were simply frustrated
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statements in direct response to Women’s Suffrage:
Women are only as strong and as good as their hold
on chastity.
But these days we’re drowning in nightly
adultery.

Nothing new about adultery—it’s the old
story starring Bathsheba, Hester Prynne, and Emma
Bovary, and now adopted by Broadway.

Attached to these plays, like a flea on a
dog, is a social statement that everyone ignores
while relishing the dirty sex. Then, damn! A
bite! A paw raises to scratch an ear, an alert to
the audience of the immorality of our times! A
tail points accusatorially toward too much booze,
too much money, and too much easy virtue. The
moral is little more than an annoying itch, but
the consequences of scratching are deadly. As the
conflicted cur chases her tail in circles, the selfrighteous matron and stiff-collared banker in the
audience tsk-tsk away, relishing the exhilarating
chaos of forbidden romance. They know the spouse
that strays is easily tempted by too much jazz, too
much booze, and too little clothing. Three acts
later, fully infested, then dipped, and duly shorn,
the adulterer(ess) always sees the error of his or
her way!
Sex, sex, sex! God help us all . . . .

During the late teens of this new twentieth
century, when mothers, wives, and sisters worked
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in industry while their men fought the Great War in
Europe, new attitudes of independence arose along
with the victory of long-fought-for freedoms. With
the passing of the Nineteenth Amendment came
more liberties: the raising of hems, the uninhibited
jazz of Harlem, the free-footed Charleston, bobbed
hair, flung-off corsets, and bathtub gin. Women
are exploring new interests and careers (for which
until just a few years ago only men need apply),
and rethinking their roles in our modern society.
We’ve upset the apple cart, as they say. Women
can shape their own destinies, now, and are no
longer subject to the petty whims of fathers and
husbands. Why, my friend Jane Grant is the most
modern of my generation. When she married the
irascible Harold Ross, she kept her maiden name,
relinquished domestic husbandry, retained her
job as columnist at the New York Times, and cut
her hair as short as Mr. Benchley’s. Ruth Hale, a
champion of women’s rights, does not appreciate
being referred to as “Mrs. Heywood Broun.” And
although both Jane and Ruth love their husbands
dearly, the war to obtain an equal footing with
their men, both at home and in public, is an
ongoing one.

And so, many male playwrights, observing
the new freedoms, take issue and feel threatened
with the powerful metamorphosis of the modern
woman. Why else would they write such tripe,
pointing out the error of our ways, depicting us as
immoral, and trying to re-suppress us?
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I had recently voiced my low opinion of
these stage offerings to Mr. Benchley. Cleaned up
and printable, substituting “spread” and “fungi”
for more sexually explicate terms, “I repudiate all
those loathsome melodramas that have spread their
fungi all over the Great White Way!”
“But you’ve a play to review tonight, Bob,”
objected Aleck, brows meeting, dark eyes glinting,
beady and sharply critical and magnified by the
thick lenses of his cheaters.
“I’d rather not review that play, Aleck.”

Mr. Benchley solemnly rose from his chair,
and with his fork, struck bell-like tones upon his
water glass, a call for attention.

“I am now definitely ready to announce that
sex, as a theatrical property, is as tiresome as the
Old Mortgage, and that I don’t ever want to hear it
mentioned again.I’m sick of Victorian parents, and
I don’t care if all the little girls in all sections of
the United States get ruined or want to get ruined
or keep from getting ruined.” He ranted on: “All
I ask is: Don’t write plays about it and expect me
to sit through them!”
“Hear, hear!” yelled Heywood, standing to
applaud.

“Where? Where?” bellowed a voice from
across the room.
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Groucho Marx entered from the lobby,
followed by Harpo and Chico. They hovered over
our plates like a swarm of locusts.
“What? What?” demanded Chico, breaking
a crust off of Heywood’s apple pie.

“Mr. Benchley has sworn off virtue, chastity,
and ruined maidens,” I said, slapping Harpo’s hand
as he tried to grab a cherry from off my cherries
jubilee.
“I swore off the first two,” said Groucho, “but
I’m all for the last ones!”

“Oh, yeah? Well I swore off the last ones, and
now I’m stuck with the first two,” said Chico.
“Oh, yeah?” said Harpo, “Well, I don’t swear,
period!”
“Where’s Zeppo?” asked Aleck.
“Not here!” said Chico.

“Stepping out with a maiden, name of
‘Rosie,’” said Groucho. “Whether she’s ruined or
not—?”
“We don’t know!” chimed in everybody, with
a round of hearty laughter.

“You mean you’ll go to the séance with
Jane?” I asked Mr. Benchley, stroking the fine
wool of his suit coat.

He removed my hand, one finger at a time,
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and examined tips and nails. “You’ve been in the
honey pot, Miss Stickyfingers!”

“Oh, sorry, Fred,” I said, calling him by the
pet name I’d adopted for him. He was right; my
fingers were sticky. I stuck a corner of my cloth
napkin into my water glass and proceeded to wipe
away the remnants of honey cake I’d picked off of
his plate when he wasn’t looking.
“Just think,” I said, encouragingly, for I
knew he’d prefer to spend the evening at Madison
Avenue Madame Polly Adler’s, enjoying quality
booze and schmoozing with friends. “You can
review the séance.”
“Stop trying to sell me, my dear Mrs. Parker.
You had me at ‘pul-eeaase.’ What time are we
going?”
“Jane? What time are you going to the
séance?”
“Ten o’clock.”

“Shall Mrs. Parker and I pick you up, or—”

“Uhhh, no,” I said, a little too quickly. He’d
misunderstood.
“Speak up! What was that?”
“I said, no.”

“No, what?”

“Bob, you are filling in for Dottie. She doesn’t
want to go.”
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“Then Mrs. Parker can fill in for me at the
theatre and review Our Private World.”
don’t.

Shit!

Damned if I do and damned if I

And that is why I found myself, two hours
later, sitting next to Mr. Benchley at the dining
room table of Madame Annabelle Olenska, psychic
medium of Washington Square.
Jane, the instigator of the evening’s fiasco,
took suddenly, if conveniently, ill, soon after
supper, and telephoned me and Mr. Benchley at
our favorite speakeasy, Tony Soma’s, with her
regrets. After supper, Mr. Benchley and I had
ambled over to Tony’s on 49th, to while away the
hours over a martini or three until it was time to
taxi down to Greenwich Village. That’s when Jane
called from home to say she’d suddenly been struck
with a migraine and couldn’t possibly join us at the
séance. By that hour, Mr. Benchley and I were
deep in our cups and most agreeable to attending
the entertainment of a spirit show.

The Checker Cab discharged us on the
cobblestones across from Washington Square Park
at its north side a few minutes before ten o’clock.
The row of townhouses facing the park raised
the specter of Henry James as we stepped onto
the slate sidewalk, giggling and irreverent. A
cold drizzle sparkled like glitter against the softly
glowing orbs of the old gas streetlamps, now
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refitted with electric bulbs. I was looking up at the
dimly lit façade of the house, my face misted and
cooled. It was a refreshing jolt to sobriety after
the smoke-filled heat of Tony’s. There, the odors of
stale tobacco and rain-sodden wool combined with
smells of fried steak and spilled gin. (The taxicab
was not much better. It reeked of wet leather and
God-knows-what-else that had permeated into the
seats.) Seeing this particular street again brought
it all back. A picture flashed through my mind’s
eye.
“The las’ time I was here—” I sputtered out
in an incoherent blabber, the memory of twenty
years ago taking shape . . . .

When I was a little girl, my stepmother had
insisted I accompany her to the department stores.
On our way downtown we drove past the mansions
lining Washington Square Park. The winds started
blowing, and we sought cover at the home of a
family friend along this block. It was a stifling
summer morning, and our hack stopped at this
very spot.
“Watsdat?”

“I said : The las’ time I was here—”
“Wataboudit?”

“Awww, shit!” I said, forgetting what I had
been about to say.
“Shit?”
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Light-bulb moment! “Tha’s it: Shit!” I said,
and the memory was like a slap in the face. “A
summer shit storm, back when I was a kid, in
ought-one or -two, I think.”

The White Wings couldn’t sweep up the
streets fast enough. The heat-wave, coupled with
a month-long drought, had dried the droppings
of a hundred-thousand horses coursing through
the city, and it was by this time all pounded to a
fine powder by automobile, carriage, and streetcar
wheels. Then this dust was swooped up by the
winds off New Jersey, which resulted in a ghastly
brown, choking, eye-burning storm. A shit storm.
By the time it was over, we were covered by a
dusting of manure.
“Whadsdat?” asked Mr. Benchley, as he
ineffectually tried to wipe the rain from off his
soggy coat sleeves. Looking up from the curb,
he pulled a face expressing his distaste, and I
saw it was not in reaction to the recounting of
my childhood recollection, but rather the nearruination of his wingtips from his having stepped
into the deposit left by a canine no smaller than a
great Dane. Sloshing the offensive shoe in a puddle
at the curb, his attention shifted at the sight of a
fellow walking along the sidewalk toward us, an
umbrella bobbing above his head.
“Just a minute,” he said to me, as the man
approached. Leaving my side, he stopped the
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fellow and, leading him by the elbow, returned to
me. I ducked under the protective canopy.
“Hello.”

“Mrs. Parker, meet ‘Man with Umbrella,’”
said my friend by way of introduction.
”Howjado.”

“Now, whatcha waz saying?” he asked me.
“Never mind.”

A sporty, cream-colored Moon roadster
rounded the corner of Fifth with a growl and a
bang, causing us to jump farther back from the
curb. With another acceleration, the backfire was
repeated and once again jangled our collective
nerves.

Bidding adieu to our protector, Mr. Benchley
and I climbed the steps to the front door where,
after ringing the bell, he removed the offending
shoe, to be recovered on our way out. We were
received by a pretty young woman wearing a
bright-purple caftan, who relieved us of our soggy
coats and hats, gave no indication that there was
anything odd about a one-shoed gentleman, and
ushered us quickly into the drawing room, where
had gathered a half-dozen or so people, elegantly
garbed in evening clothes and posed upon sofas
and chairs before a violently burning fire.

Turning away to inconspicuously push a
finger under the clasp of a pinching garter, I came
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face-to-waist with a manservant of Indian descent,
dressed in turban and gold-threaded jacket, black
bearded, and in possession of mesmerizing black
eyes. I was a little taken aback by his commanding
presence, for he stood ramrod-straight, holding a
tray containing a brass decanter and tumblers, from
which he offered us refreshment. Expecting liquid
reinforcement, we received instead a tepid brew,
greenish in color and cloyingly sweet. Distasteful,
to say the least, and as I picked a leaf off my tongue
after an initial sip, it was a most unpleasant start
to the evening. I touched Mr. Benchley’s arm, the
tumbler on the rise to his lips. Stopping midway
to look at me in query, I shook my head from side
to side. He got the message, and when the coast
was clear, poured the drink into a big palm beside
the windows.
Pocket doors parted and a woman of
indeterminate years entered. She wore a caftan
of sky-blue silk shot through with golden threads.
The unruly mass of fire-engine-red curls was
encircled with numerous bands of gold-braided
roping, in the style of the ancient goddesses. The
effect was more Medusa than Minerva.

She walked toward us through the drawing
room, which contained a disordered jumble of
cultural artifacts—Indian weaves, oriental carpets,
Egyptian statuary, African carvings, and a couple
of strange items, all gathered together beneath a
potted plant on a huge marble-topped, claw-footed
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table. This hodgepodge of artworks combined
feathers, sticks, mud, and hair!—altogether an
interior decorator’s nightmare.
“Voodoo,” said Mr. Benchley.

“Who do?” I replied, misunderstanding.

“I see that everyone has arrived,” said the
woman, with a yellowish, snaggletooth smile. “I
am Madame Olenska.”
Everyone rose from their seats; skirts were
smoothed; cuffs were pulled.
“Are you Miss Grant?” asked the Madame.

“Uh, no, Miss Grant was unable to attend,
and asked me to sit in for her. I’m Mrs. Parker,
and this is my friend, Mr. Benchley.”
“Well, you are welcome, then. Have you all
been introduced?”

“We haven’t had the pleasure,” said Mr.
Benchley.

“Very well. Mrs. Parker, Mr. Benchley,
you met my assistant, Caroline Mead, when she
greeted you at the door, and then you were served
refreshment by Rabindranath Tagore, the brilliant
Indian mystic and my friend. So now let me
introduce you to Mr. and Mrs. Brent.”
She gestured toward a couple in their thirties:
she, a pretty strawberry blonde with waves pulled
loosely back in a chignon, and wearing a simple,
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rather outdated green frock; he, unremarkable
features behind rimless spectacles. I was struck
with the impression of a small-town pharmacist
bringing his five-and-dime clerk bride to the big
city.
“Donald Brent?” asked Mr. Benchley.
“Why, yes.”

“Oh, I know about you, Mr. Brent. I mean,
I’ve heard you play. Mrs. Parker, Mr. Brent, here,
is an excellent cellist, a friend of Jascha’s.”
“Aren’t you married to the mezzo soprano,
Margaret Harrington?” I asked.
“Maggie is Margaret Harrington. She’ll be
performing at the Metropolitan Opera this weekend
in the title role of Carmen.”
“How delightful to meet you, Mrs. Brent.”

I had been wrong. This couple was far from
being naïve, small-town tourists curious about
mysticism.
“And this is Mr. and Mrs. Booth—”

A smartly coiffed and strikingly beautiful
Mrs. Booth extended her hand. “Pleased to meet
you,” she said, in a rather strident tone, marring
the perfection of her physical charms. “Call me
Bette.”
Was that a real beauty mark on the corner of
her plump, blood-red upper lip, or a pencil mark?
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Her short, wavy black hair shone brilliantly in the
light of the chandelier; her complexion glowed
through porcelain perfection. And it struck me:
“Your name is Bette Booth?” I asked. “Why is that
familiar?”
“Beats me,” she said in a nasal, high-pitched,
squirrelly voice that betrayed her Brooklyn roots.
“I’m not famous or noth—anything,” her voice
trilling with a childish giggle.

Such a beauty, but she desperately needed
elocution lessons.

Mr. Booth leaned in to shake Mr. Benchley’s
hand. His rounded vowels and crisp consonants
as he spoke, “Pleasure to meet you,” were in sharp
contrast to his wife’s unfortunate bray. He took
my offered hand, and nodded, “Delighted, Mrs.
Parker.” The Booths seemed an odd coupling, and
not only in appearance, for he was really nothing
to look at—fair and balding, and pale beside his
striking wife. But his manner betrayed a cultured
upbringing. Bette? Not so much.
The Madame took my arm, completing the
task at hand: “And these lovely people are Mr.
and Miss Franken, Siegfried and Frances.”

Brown irises floating in huge white orbs
and fringed with lashes any woman would die for
dominated a pale, round face that rested above an
old-fashioned wing-collar, giving the impression
that the man possessed no neck whatsoever.
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Siegfried Franken clicked his heels and bowed in
greeting. He smelled pleasantly of cologne, and
his neat, dark head—trimmed, center-parted, and
combed—gleamed of excessive brilliantine. But
although his toilet was impeccable, there seeped
from him a distasteful oiliness that was underscored
by his sibilant, nasal, and accented, “A pleeshor
choo meetch choo.” A craggy, toothy grin flashed
yellow from under a thin upper lip.
Frances Franken, a fraternal twin, I guessed
by the similarity of features, nodded, and flashed
big teeth. There was something singularly
unattractive about the pair, something desperate
and unhealthy looking about them, for all their
tidy wardrobe. In all honesty, the impression was
purely physically suggested, as they’d not as yet
spoken more than a couple of words of greeting.
“And . . . there you are, Lord Wildly,” said
the Madame, interrupting my thoughts. “Come and
meet the others.”

A figure appeared from behind the windowseat drapery that flanked a big bay window
overlooking Washington Square Park. As the man
moved out from the darkened part of the room
and into pools of lamp- and firelight, I was struck
by the lean, dark good looks of the fellow, a man
in his late thirties or early forties, perhaps. He
was not particularly tall, but he carried himself
over toward us with a slightly forward leaning,
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as if he’d been accustomed to accommodating
low-header doorways. This leaning, this posture,
made him appear very approachable, in spite of the
regal title. But the one thing that made him most
endearing, besides the slightly disheveled mop of
shiny, curly brown hair, was the one imperfection
revealed when he smiled: the tiny gap between his
two front teeth.
Lord Tristan Wildly shook hands with Mr.
Benchley, and took my offered hand. A blush rose
to my cheeks when I realized the time to pull my
hand away had long since passed. I lowered my
eyelids, finally, as I had been staring for too long
into his startling green eyes.

I am a sucker for good-looking boys. An English
Lord, hmmm . . .?
Usually, I am not enamored of the upper
classes. I poke fun at the rich, the privileged,
the titled, who look down their long noses at
the self-made millionaires, the industrialists, the
tradesmen, the artists, and the innovators of our
society. Before the War, it was fashionable for
wealthy men to be idle. Taking up the Law was
viewed as useful to while away time from the
domestic tedium of home and hearth (and for a
wife, to get her husband out from underfoot). Or
there was the daily arrival at one’s club, where
the society of one’s own kind might be enjoyed.
Ambition and profession belonged to the drudgery
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of lower-class survival. But, now, perhaps because
in the trenches all men are created equal, and so
many sons of society’s matrons had fought—some
dying, some wounded, all suffering the trauma
of the trenches in No Man’s Land—against a
common enemy alongside their poor and middleclass brothers, since the War there has arisen a
new class philosophy among the youthful rich, a
modern view for living that includes engaging in
purposeful employment and service. It’s become
the new trend.

Unbelievably, and against all I ever stood
for, I was as impressed as any social-climbing
twit might be with Lord Wildly’s title, his refined,
aristocratic British accent, and warm, dulcet tones,
which brought to mind the young actor Ronald
Colman. And, yes, I was getting a bit carried
away in my fantasy, for I imagined the soft rustle
of his lips at my ear, whispering sweet nothings as
we rendezvoused behind a Chinese screen in the
ballroom of his stately home in Sussex. Of course,
it’d been a while since a man had come along
who interested me . . . and until he said or did
something stupid, which undoubtedly he would,
I would remain smitten.
“Mrs. Parker!” said Mr. Benchley.

“Yes?” I answered with annoyance. “Oh, it’s
you,” I said, watching as Madame Olenska led Lord
Wildly out of the room. “Whaddaya want?”
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“Madame Olenska bids us enter the inner
sanctum.”
“Huh?”

“Let’s go.”

He took my arm like a jealous prom date,
and shuttled me through pocket doors into a dining
room where, in the center of the room, a round
table was surrounded by numerous chairs. Lord
Wildly was nowhere to be seen.

Our hostess took her place at the table and
began assigning seats to the company: I was seated
first, to the left of Madame, with Mr. Benchley to
my left at about three o’clock; Frances Franken sat
next to him, with her brother Siegfried landing at
about six o’clock; Bette Booth continued the boygirl-boy setup with her husband, Benny, next to
Maggie Brent; Donald Brent sat down at eleven
o’clock to the right of Madame.

I looked around for Lord Wildly, and I turned
to see him rising from off the floor in the butler’s
pantry, painstakingly examining the mahogany
wainscoting through a magnifying glass. He
returned to the dining room, running fingers along
the underside of the fireplace mantel, under which
several logs were smoldering, and around and
under frames of paintings, like a blind man reading
Braille. And then, on hands and knees, he crawled
the circumference of the room, tracing a wire,
which led to the telephone housed in a niche in
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the wall. Continuing on, he inspected the inside
edge of the doorframe leading to, I could only
assume, the kitchen. He walked through that
door, and then returned soon afterward, walking
swiftly to the chandelier, peering through his glass
at the electric wires and crystals. Once again on
his knees, he crawled under the table. I adjusted
my skirts for modesty’s sake, giving him a good
view of my ankles.
“Have you lost a stud?” I asked, bewildered,
as I put my head under the tabletop.

“Or perhaps, your mind?” asked Mr.
Benchley, following my lead.
Lord Wildly reemerged, stood erect, adjusted
his white bowtie, smoothed his coat, and then
walked out through the pocket doors into the
drawing room.

So, here I sit, I thought, a reluctant member
of Madame Olenska’s Side Show, when I could be
dishing out dirt and throwing back highballs with
Tallulah at Tony’s.

A few moments later, Lord Wildly burst into
the room, announced all was clear, pulled up a
chair from against the wall, and placed himself
between me and Madame Olenska.

“Found what you were looking for?” I
asked.
“Happily, I haven’t.”
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My confused expression prompted Madame
to explain:

“Lord Wildly is from the Society for Psychical
Research in London.”

“Yes, the society investigates paranormal
activity. I am here to observe Madame Olenska’s
. . . talents as a trance medium.”

“Like Conan Doyle, writer of Sherlock
Holmes,” hissed Siegfried Franken at Mr. Benchley.
“I see his lecture on supernatural phenomena.”
“Sir Arthur conducts his own investigations,
I must say. Daft as a brush, he is,” corrected
Lord Wildly. “I am here to research paranormal
phenomena in your city.”
“Oh, how exciting, you’re a ghost detective!”
I laughed.

“You were looking around for wires and
trapdoors and switches, weren’t you?” asked Mr.
Benchley. “But you didn’t find anything.”
“Not a sausage.”

“Have you checked the attic?” he asked.

“All right,” I said in aside to Mr. Benchley,
“be nice. Where are you staying while visiting our
city, Lord Wildly?”

“‘Tristan,’ please, Mrs. Parker.” He reached
into his pocket and brought out a gold case from
which he removed a calling card with his hotel
penned in.
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“Call me ‘Dorothy.’ You’re staying at the
Waldorf. Makes us neighbors, sort of.”

“Cock a hoop!” he replied, and I hoped that
meant that he was pleased, but I couldn’t be sure
he hadn’t just insulted me.
“Just a romp through a traffic jam; so close
and yet so far . . . .” said Mr. Benchley.

“Mr. Benchley is a humorist, don’t you
know?”
“Mrs. Parker rarely laughs at my jokes.”

“Shall we begin?” asked Madame Olenska,
more a command than a question. “Rabindranath,
the lights, please.”

The Indian circled the room, turning off
lights, and then went to stand stiffly, hands behind
his back, against the wall.
“Caroline, light the candles, my dear.”

How romantic, I thought; I look good in
candlelight.

We were off to a good start, for when Lord
Wildly glanced in my direction, an admiring smile
on his face, thick eyelashes casting shadows on
the high planes of his cheeks, Madame Olenska
instructed us to hold the hands of the persons to
our right and left.
And to think I tried my best to get out of coming
here tonight!
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Lord Wildly offered his hand, and I, a coy
smile on my lips as I caught his eye, shyly but
eagerly complied. Sadly, we had to place our
hands in sight of the others, upon the table’s
surface, for all to see.

There was an uncomfortable grip on my
left palm, and then my fingers were squeezed
so hard that I nearly cried out. I glared at the
knucklebreaker.
Mr. Benchley met my inquiry with a great big
smile. “Just making sure you’re paying attention,”
he said pleasantly.

“If everyone will close their eyes and
concentrate, the energy of our circle will serve
as conduit from the spirit world,” said Madame
Olenska in a singsong voice.

We sat for God knows how long—five
minutes, ten? I was sleepy from too much hooch
earlier in the evening, and I would have dozed off,
contentedly, my right hand pleasantly in the care
of Lord Wildly.
“We are waiting to hear from you,” rang
out the Madame’s voice, a couple of octaves too
high and startling me awake as she broke the
prolonged silence. “Is there anyone here wishing
to communicate with anyone in our circle?”
From under heavy eyelids I peeked out at
the others, and caught the eye of Herr Siegfried,
who wore a bored expression.
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“We call to the spirits!” droned-on Madame
Olenska, in a most unnaturally high-pitched,
singsong tone; you’d think she was suffering. “We
anxiously await your appearance!”
I peeked at Mr. Benchley, whose head had
drooped to his chest. The stinker was snoozing!
I squeezed his hand hard, and he snorted on an
inhaled breath: “Whadja do that for?” he hissed.
“Just making sure you’re paying attention,”
I growled in his ear.
“What was that?” said a woman’s nasally
voice. I turned to face Bette Booth.

I started to say it was Mr. Benchley’s
snorting snore, but Herr Franken cut in: “So sorry,
sauerbraten for dinner.”

“More tea, Vicar?” Lord Wildly chuckled at
Franken.
Tea? Vicar?

“Ladies and Gentlemen, the spirits must have
our full attention!”
“That’s what I was saying,” I said in aside
to Mr. B.

“Shush!” said multiple voices from around
the table.
All right, I thought sullenly, I’ll behave . . . .

A couple minutes later, there was a soft
rumbling, and then tremors vibrated along the
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surface of the table. I opened my eyes. Everybody
seemed to be looking at me.
“I’m not doing anything,” I said, like a
naughty child.

The table was starting to shift under our
hands, and a force pushed back against our
weight.
“Holy crap!”

Lord Wildly held on firmly against my
squirming fingers; Mr. Benchley did, too, but
probably from fear. I clung to both men as the
table began to rise up off the floor.
“Who is it that wishes to speak with us?”
pleaded Madame O.

Suddenly, as if in response, the oak table rose
up a foot off the floor and teetered in a gravitydefying hover. We all leaped up, our chairs thrown
back, and we stood trapped by the cages formed
by the chair legs strewn between us and blocking
our advance out of the room.
“Is this a bad dream,” asked Mr. Benchley,
“or a bad batch of gin?”
The table landed on the floor with a great
thud. The men righted the tossed chairs, and then
we all reluctantly resumed our places.

Madame Olenska, who had remained seated
during the aerobatics, began to sway from side to
side in her chair. Low, mournful, guttural moans
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vibrated from deep in her throat. A gust of wind
swept through the room, though the windows were
latched, and all of the candles in the candelabra
on the sideboard flickered and went out, sending
the room into pitch blackness.

Caroline struck a match, lit a candlestick, and
placed it on the table; the flame wavered before a
pale glow crawled across the table and crept up,
ghoulishly, over our features.
Rumbling noises rolled out from within
the Madame, until, without a pause for breath,
modulated in pitch into a wispy, whispering voice,
feminine in nature, and childlike:
“Betrayed . . .”

“Tell us who you are, Spirit,” asked Caroline.
“What is your name?”
“. . . Betrayed . . .”
“By whom?”

“. . . Betrayed . . .”

“Tell us who you are, Spirit, so we can
understand.”
“He wants to speak, but I am speaking now.”
“Who wants to speak, Spirit?”
“. . . He does . . .”
“Who does?”

“. . . He does . . .”
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“Who he?”

Awww, for cryinoutloud!

“Does he have a name?”
first.”

“I know not what he is called, but I will speak
“Tell us your name, Spirit!”
“. . . Betrayed . . .”

“Hand that ghost a thesaurus would ya?” I
mumbled under my breath to Mr. Benchley. Were
we going to go on like this all night?

The Madame coughed and gagged and
clutched boney hands at her throat. She emitted
a death-rattling gasp, and her eyelids flew open
into a watery, bovine stare. In a violent gesture,
she thrust out her arms to assume the rigid pose of
the crucified. And then, a deep, rumbling sound—a
man’s voice—spurted out from the scarlet, blubbery
lips with accusatory vehemence:
“That one did it!”

A shrill scraping, like fingernails clawing at
the window, sounded behind me, and I turned to
see a silver goblet skid across the sideboard, rise
up against the wall, and then hurtle itself across
the room and into the large ornate mirror above
the buffet.
The impact startled us, and with shrieks and
shouts we jumped from our seats.
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“Please, everyone, sit down,” pleaded
Caroline. “Madame Olenska is in trance. We
must not break the energy of the circle.”
But Madame appeared to be passed out in
her chair, and I watched with fascination as she
sat like a lump, the bottom of her several chins
resting on her chest, her shoulders and arms lax.
I’d seen this condition before. It was reminiscent
of a drunken stupor: a common speakeasy pose.
“Don’t believe the lies, because it was the evil
one did it!” spewed the masculine voice from out
the medium’s mouth.
“Who?” asked Caroline.
“There!”

“Of whom do you speak?”
“There!”

“Name the person!”

“There is the evil one!”

Awww, shit! Are we going to play that game
again?
“Cut the crap and state your business,” I
yelled, impatiently.

Bette Booth started to shake and whimper.
A wild, feral expression flashed from her eyes, and
then everyone, except the unconscious Madame
O, followed her terrified gaze to the shattered
mirror.
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A greenish light began to emanate from the
spider-like crack in the glass, growing brighter
as it rolled beckoningly, teasingly along in the
fashion of a languid curl of cigarette smoke, like
a seductive vapor of desire. I could feel the hairs
rising on the back of my neck; a trickle of cold
sweat ran down my spine and a bone-chilling
dampness permeated the flesh on my arms. A
profound silence hung heavily around us while
we held our collective breath. Mesmerized, we
watched our fractured features staring back at us
as the weird phosphorescent glow circled around
our distorted reflections.
The green snake oozed and then morphed
into something really frightening—an entity of
sorts, something with intent, a thing composed of
iniquity, with malevolent purpose behind its firm
grip on our attention. It was shifting its shape
to form a disembodied hand, with index finger
pointing. Eerily, the hand undulated as it slowly
swept over our mirrored images, all of us aware
that the finger would eventually settle in pointed
accusation at one of the reflections.
But before the specter could send down its
indictment, Bette Booth let out a howling scream
and then fell from her chair in a faint.
Benny leaped to his wife’s side, while
Siegfried Franken rushed to the sideboard, opening
the cabinet’s doors in search of cognac. The rest of
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the party rose from their seats awaiting direction:
What was the appropriate etiquette for séance
mishaps?
Benny lifted his wife into his arms. Frances
Franken ran to open the pocket doors, as he carried his wife in through to the drawing room and
laid her down on a divan.

Madame Olenska revived with a cough. Caroline knelt at the Madame’s side, rubbing the old
woman’s hands as she gradually came out of her
trance; Mr. Benchley found the light switch, and
the room was instantly flooded with harsh, electric
illumination; Donald Brent embraced his terrified
wife, Maggie; Benny Booth stood over his prostrate
wife with an odd, glazed-over look in his eyes;
Lord Wildly remained at his place, scrutinizing the
medium’s return to this world.
I watched the commotion from my place at
the table where I was afforded a straight-through
view of the drawing room.

The Indian, Rabindranath, suddenly appeared, rushing in through the door leading from
the butler’s pantry. Caroline gave him instructions
and he departed to the kitchen.
Donald Brent led Maggie to an upholstered
chair by the fire.
Madame returned to the land of the living,
and Caroline, with the assistance of Lord Wild-
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ly, assisted the wobbly medium into the drawing
room.

So, too, had Bette revived, no doubt restored
by the brandy—do you have to collapse in a dead
heap to get a drink around here?—and her husband’s
solicitousness. The Frankens stood in attendance
by Benny’s side, aloof observers. The siblings
seemed strangely unaffected by the events of the
past few minutes.
Mr. Benchley and I joined the others and
were followed in by the returning Rabindranath,
once again offering beverages from the copper pot.
The brew wafted steamily and unpleasantly in my
direction, and I declined his offer.
“Forgive me, but I must rest now, after the
ordeal,” said Madame Olenska, her skin pale and
papery under stark, orangey rouge and caking face
powder. She appeared to have aged a decade in
the hour since we met. “Caroline will see me to
my room, now. Goodnight.”

The company was hushed as we watched her
ascend the grand staircase. And then, patience
exhausted, I broke the silence: “I’ll have what she’s
having,” I said to Rabindranath, pointing to Bette
Booth, sipping her brandy.
He nodded and crossed to a cabinet on the
fireplace wall, lifted the top panel, and then opened
the side ones to reveal a stocked bar, from which
he took out tumblers and placed several bottles
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on display from which to choose our poison. Mr.
Benchley bowed his thanks and proceeded to tend
bar. Rabindranath took a seat in a chair by the
window.
I inquired after Bette, as Mr. Benchley poured
a round of drinks for everyone. She smiled wistfully at me from her place on the divan.

“It isn’t every day the Finger of Fate wags
its nasty green pointer in one’s face,” I said. A
moment after I’d said it, I regretted it.
“Oh!” yelped the nearly restored Bette Booth.
“It wasn’t pointing at me!” she said, throwing a
glance at her husband.

Anyone would think I had just slapped her
in the face!

“Of course not,” I said, to reassure her that
I hadn’t meant to imply that she was the intended
target of the strange specter we’d all witnessed.
But then, I thought, why the quick jump to defend
the absolutely ridiculous notion that a green light
emanating from a mirror was anything more than a
clever magic trick?
“Why, it wasn’t pointing at anyone at all. It
was all a cunning little trick. I wonder how she
pulled it off?” I asked.
Benny Booth flashed me a warning look.

Awww, give me a break! I mumbled as I
turned away, directing my comment of disgust
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into the tumbler. I took a hearty gulp. These
nincompoops actually believe that a malevolent
spirit oozed out through a broken mirror in the
form of gaseous bile!
I had to admit, to myself, that is, that for
moments at a time during the séance I suffered a
creepy apprehension and irrational fear. But irrational it was.

If anyone could explain how it was done, it
would surely be Lord Wildly. He could reassure
the addle-minded company that Madame Olenska
had taken us for a ride. But, he wasn’t to be found,
not in the drawing room, nor back in the dining
room. I asked the Indian, Rabindranath, where
he’d gone, and was told that Lord Tristan Wildly
had departed.
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This fellow was following horse traffic on Fifth Avenue and
24th Street back when I was a child.
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Madame Annabelle Olenska— in better days

This is the end of the book sample.
Enjoyed the sample? Well, buy it now!
Available at the author’s website,
DorothyParkerMysteries.com, iTunes, Amazon,
Barnes and Noble, or where ever fine ebooks are
sold.
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Praise for Dorothy Parker Mysteries
Those of us who since childhood had wished there was a
time machine that could let us experience and enjoy life
in other periods, should read Agata Stanford’s “Dorothy
Parker Mysteries” series. They wonderfully recreate the
atmosphere and spirit of the literary and artistic crowd at
the Algonquin Round Table in the 1920s, and bring back
to life the wit, habits, foibles, and escapades of Dorothy
Parker, Robert Benchley, and Alexander Woollcott, as well
as of the multitude of their friends and even their pets,
both human and animal.

—Anatole Konstantin

Author of A Red Boyhood: Growing Up Under Stalin

Agata Stanford’s “Dorothy Parker Mysteries” is destined to
become a classic series. It’s an addictive cocktail for the
avid mystery reader. It has it all: murder, mystery, and
Marx Brothers’ mayhem. You’ll see, once you’ve taken
Manhattan with the Parker/Benchley crowd. Dorothy
Parker wins! Move over Nick and Nora.

—Elizabeth Fuller

Author of Me and Jezebel

Dorothy Parker and the Regulars of the Algonquin Hotel
Round Table are alive and well in Agata Stanford’s The
Broadway Murders. Descriptions are fantastic in this whodunnit as Stanford writes very colorfully. This is an adult’s
picture book, too, which in the end turned out to be pretty
terrific.

—Terri Ann Armstrong

Author of “Medieval Menace” for Suspense Magazine

If you like murder mysteries, the fast-paced action, witty
conversation, and glib repartee of the flapper era, you will
love Agata Stanford’s recreation of the atmosphere of the
crowd at the Algonquin Round Table in the 1920s.

—Mr. Tomato

for TheThreeTomatoes.com
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